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“The sun rises and the sun sets, and hurries back to where it
rises. The wind blows to the south and turns to the north; round and
round it goes, ever returning on its course…
What has been will be again, what has been done will be done
again; there is nothing new under the sun. Is there anything of
which one can say, "Look! This is something new"? It was here
already, long ago; it was here before our time.
There is no remembrance of men of old, and even those who
are yet to come will not be remembered by those who follow."
Ecclesiastes 1:5-6 & 9-11 (New Int’l Vers. ©1986)

Climate Cycles……........9

Focus: 5768 III
(Sept. 13, 2007 - Sept. 29, 2008)
November 2006--March 2007 - Editor’s Note: This is the continuation of a series that
incorporates ongoing analysis & observations with analysis from all through the past 10 - 15 years.
The following is a compilation of articles written since late-November 2006, continuing the focus on
late-2007 as a time when momentous global changes should begin. The premise is simple:
For over a decade, I have focused my - and readers’ - attention on the period of 2007/2008 as
a time of great significance when a plethora of cycles aligns. As this time frame nears, more and
more cycles & Cycle Progressions come into play or focus, reinforcing the critical nature of this
period. More specifically, I have my sights set on the Jewish Year of 5768, which begins on Sept.
13, 2007 and ends on Sept. 30, 2008.
One important date during this year will be August 10, 2008 - Tisha B’Av. However, there are
also others. And, although the focus of this analysis is on Israel & the Middle East, 3,000 years of
history demonstrate that Israel’s history is often intertwined with global empires & conflicts.
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The first phase of this momentous shift is expected to last into 2011 while the overall ‘transition
period’ should extend into 2018.
This cycle is linked to earth-disturbance cycles (earthquakes, volcanoes, tsunamis, hurricanes,
tornados, etc.), geopolitical and war/peace cycles, market cycles and a host of other related and
(seemingly) unrelated events and cycles.
This Report updates the latest analysis and lays the foundation for more analysis in the months
to come. In this context, it is important to remember that it is the synergy of these events and cycles
- NOT necessarily their individual importance or lack thereof - that increases the overall significance
of this future period.
www.insiidetrack.com
2006 already produced an important validation of this analysis (fulfillment of Syria Cycles that
were discussed in 2003 - 2005) while 2007 is shaping up to fulfill others. One unique and uncanny
cycle - that incorporates Middle East battles with economic crashes - is coming back into play in late2007 and will be the topic of impending articles. Economic shifts often pave the way for political and/
or military shifts; the coming years should be no different.
Overlapping that cycle is a cycle related to Middle East oil discoveries that comes into play in
2008… and has been forecast to impact Israel. This, too, could ultimately create a political/military
shift in the Middle East… and around the globe (see Focus 5768 I & II for details). Perhaps the most
tumultuous, however (if the past is an accurate indicator of the future), will be the transition of Jerusalem Cycles in 2011. That should be the time frame when focus on the Middle East really intensifies...

Heliocentric 60’s - Part III...
11/29/06 - As described [see pages 9-18], solar activity is rising to levels above that of the past
1,000 or more years. This corroborates what has been discussed for the period between now and
2011 - 2012 (when the peak of the current sunspot cycle is expected). I have described and detailed
an abundance of these cycles - that converge in 2007 - 2012 - but want to stay focused on the unique
sequence of what I have termed ‘heliocentric years’... or ‘sun seasons’...
The sunspot cycle - from peak to valley and back to peak again - lasts roughly 11 earth years.
As explained in Chapter XVII (see Nov. 2006 INSIIDE Track), a ‘Grand’ cycle of heliocentric years
(60 of them) equates to approximately 660 earth years.
This cycle has had some devastating impact on Israel and the Jews, but ironically, is also linked
to their origin. To review what we have already discussed, 30 AD is a year that marks a central point
in religious history and is our starting point for this discussion...
Several momentous events occurred or were prophesied in 30 AD. (Most calculations pinpoint
the crucifixion of Christ between 28 - 30 AD and his birth between 3 - 5 BC, based on early errors in
calculating the Julian/Gregorian calendar. The most convincing arguments I have read pinpoint 30 AD
for the following events.)
www.insiidetrack.com
These events centered around ‘the Son’, so it is an interesting coincidence that these cycles are
centered around ‘the Sun’. One of these prophecies involved ‘signs in the Sun’. Let me clarify...
Jesus Christ - recognized as the Son of God by hundreds of millions during the past 2,000 years
- was asked by His disciples (mostly Jews, to whom the answers apply) what would be the sign of His
return. He first prophesied the destruction of the Temple, detailing that not one stone would be left on
another (exactly what happened 40 years of testing later - in 70 AD).
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He described a subsequent time
when Gentiles would trample all over
Jerusalem. Finally, in describing the
culmination of this ‘times of the
Gentiles’, he stated there would be
“signs in the sun, moon and stars. On
the earth, nations will be in anguish and
perplexity at the roaring and tossing of
the sea. Men will faint from terror...”
Jerusalem & the Temple were
destroyed in 70 AD.
Any remaining vestiges of them
were covered over (‘trampled on’),
exactly 60 ‘heliocentric years’ after 30
AD (Dome of the Rock was erected in
687 - 691 AD).

Focus 5768 III

“Some of his disciples were remarking about
how the temple was adorned with beautiful
stones…But Jesus said, "As for what you see here,
the time will come when not one stone will be left
on another; every one of them will be thrown
down." "Teacher," they asked, "when will these
things happen? And what will be the sign that they
are about to take place?"
…When you see Jerusalem being surrounded
by armies, you will know that its desolation is
near…They will fall by the sword and will be taken
as prisoners to all the nations. Jerusalem will be
trampled on by the Gentiles until the times of the
Gentiles are fulfilled. There will be signs in the sun,
moon and stars..."
Luke 21:5-7, 20, 24-25 (New Int’l Vers. ©1986)

60 heliocentric years later, the
Jews were trampled on throughout
Europe and blamed for one of the worst plagues in all of history (1347 - 1351).

60 more heliocentric years brings us to 2007 - 2011.
What will the status of Jews, Israel & Jerusalem be in the coming years?
From a ‘heliocentric-year’ viewpoint, we have come 180 degrees from 30 AD.
The interesting point is what took place 180 degrees (approximately 1980 years) before 30 AD:
The life of Abraham and the birth of Israel.
Abraham - the father of the Jewish people and of the Islamic Arabs lived during this time. (I have
seen different estimates for Abraham’s lifetime placed around 1900 - 2100 BC. So, either his birth, his
calling, the births of his sons or his grandson likely occured around 1951 BC... 1980 years before 30
AD.)
www.insiidetrack.com
So, from a ‘heliocentric-year’ standpoint, we have come 360 degrees (3,960 years) - or full circle from the time of Abraham, the ‘father of many nations’... and from the original conflict between Isaac
(the father of ‘Israel’) & Ishmael (the father of today’s Arab nations). A new conflict appears imminent.
To summarize... Abraham was called out of Babylon and blessed for his faith approximately 360
heliocentric years ago. He was promised a land of his own, innumerable offspring & to be the father of
many nations. The result was the rise of 3 of the world’s largest religions.
180 (heliocentric) degrees later, Abraham’s descendents - through Isaac & Jacob - experienced
one of their darkest times and were scattered around the earth... wandering as Abraham and Moses
had previously done. This coincided with the rise of Christianity and the prophesied ‘times of the
Gentiles’.
180 (heliocentric) degrees later, some of those same descendents possessed the promised land
but are facing the enmity of almost every nation on earth. Their one remaining ally (U.S.) could also
turn their back on them at any time. This could come in the twilight years of one administration (an
attempt to leave a Middle East peace legacy) or in the early years of a new one. Either way, the time
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“As he approached Jerusalem and saw the
city, he wept over it and said, "If you, even you,
had only known on this day what would bring you
peace—but now it is hidden from your eyes.
The days will come upon you when your
enemies will build an embankment against you
and encircle you and hem you in on every side.
They will dash you to the ground, you and the
children within your walls.

surrounding 2008 appears as a likely
period for Israel to be left wandering in a
desert - among the nations of the earth.
It is intriguing that this 1980 year
period began with 40 years of testing (30 70 AD) and is ending with 40 years of
testing (1967 - 2007 AD)... both centered
around Jerusalem and both acting like
bookends around this overall ‘180-degree’
move in ‘heliocentric years’.

They will not leave one stone on another,
because you did not recognize the time of God's
coming to you."

30 - 70 AD marked the last time the
Jews had possession of Jerusalem. 1967
- 2007 marks the first time the Jews have
had possession of Jerusalem, since then.
Luke 19:41-44 (New Int’l Vers. ©1986)
Can you begin to see why I believe that
2007 - 2012 could be such a decisive time
in the Middle East? If not, there is still much more evidence to come...

Heliocentric 60’s & 90’s...
01/03/07 - The giant clock of ‘heliocentric’ time has played an unmistakable role in timing critical
events on earth and, in particular, the Middle East. (See the Table on page 5 for a breakdown of
‘heliocentric years’ leading into 2010 - 2011.)
The Grand Cycle (60) of heliocentric years (11 earth years each; total of 660 years) also had an
earth-changing impact before 30 AD (a major transition in empires) and was deliberately correlated to
an earth-changing event in 30 AD (a major transition in religions)....
In related discussions, I have identified the current leader of Iran with his ‘Mede’ heritage (later
known as ‘Aryans’, from where the name Iran is derived)...
The original rise of the Mede empire had its critical turning point in 633 - 612 BC, while the
Assyrian Empire was falling. The Medes attacked Ninevah and - 8 years later - were joined by the
Babylonians in attacking it again. Ninevah finally fell in 612 BC. Ninevah is the ‘great city’ of the
Assyrian Empire to which Jonah was sent to preach repentance.
Fast-forward to 30 AD, when Christ prophecied His own death (3 days “in the belly of the earth”)
and resurrection using the example of Jonah being ‘in the belly of the fish’ for 3 days.
30 AD was 660 years (60 heliocentric years) from the demise of Ninevah & the Assyrian Empire
in 633 - 612 BC.
2008 is 2,640 years (240 heliocentric years of 11 earth years each or 4 Grand Cycles (60) of
these heliocentric years) from 633 BC, when the Medes (ancient Iran) attacked Ninevah (modern-day
city of Mosul).
www.insiidetrack.com
Interestingly, in October 2005, the modern day province of Ninawa (Ninevah) cast the deciding
vote in the referendum for Iraq’s constition. Their veto could have defeated the constitution, so they
played a key role in determining Iraq’s future. When Iraq took this step toward self-government, Iran
began to implement steps toward politically ‘invading’ Iraq. 2008 could see - or begin - a more
tangible ‘invasion’.
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Jewish/Middle East ‘Heliocentric Years’
www.insiidetrack.com

2010 - 2011 AD
1 x 11 (11 years) from start of intifada in Sept. 2000
2 x 11 (22 years) from end of Iran/Iraq War (& largest chemical attack in modern
times; focus turns back to Israel & West)
3 x 11 (33 years) from Camp David Accord in 1978
4 x 11 (44 years) from Six Days War in 1967
5 x 11 (55 years) from 1956 War
6 x 11 (66 years) from end of Holocaust in 1945
7 x 11 (77 years) from the rise of Hitler in 1933
8 x 11 (88 years) from British Mandate over Palestine in 1922/1923
10 x 11 (110 years) from Jewish National Fund to buy & develop land in Palestine.
60 x 11 (660 years) from ‘holocaust’ of Jews in Europe in 1349--1351
120 x 11-year period (1320 years) from 691 AD...when Dome of the Rock was
built on site of Jewish Temple.
180 x 11 (1,980 years) from Jesus’ prophecies & crucifixion (which was about
1980 years from call of Abram)
240 x 11 (2,640 years) from invasion of Ninevah and rise of Babylonian, then
Medo-Persian, Empire.
360 x 11 (3,980 years) from life of Abraham & birth of ‘Israel’.

There is yet another sect with another geometric combination of heliocentric-year, Messianic
cycles focused on 2007 - 2011...
The Druze religion is an offshoot of Islam (merged with Greek Philosophy) - with believers found
in Syria, Jordan & Israel. Very recently, this group played a major role in the Lebanese Civil War
(1975 - 1990). Most consider themselves Arabs, although those living in Israel are very loyal to that
nation. In many ways, they are considered good friends with the Jews. They hold Jethro - the fatherin-law of Moses - in great esteem.
The Druze also believe in a hidden Messianic figure, similar to the 12th Imam of Shia Islam but
also quite distinct. They believe that Tariqu al-Hakim - the 6th Fatimid Caliph of Egypt - was hidden
away in 1021 AD, not long after he was declared to be ‘God’ in 1017 (the founding of the Druze
religion).
www.insiidetrack.com
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90 geometric ‘heliocentric years’ from 1017 - 1021 (90 x 11 = 990 earth years) pinpoints 2007 2011 as a critical time for this Messianic figure & this religion. In other words, Messianic cycles and
expectations - for the entire Middle East - come to fruition in the next few years.

Jews, Druze, Muslims & Christians agree.
al-Hakim was considered eccentric & killed many of his advisors (similar to Saddam Hussein;
both rulers reigned for about 24 years). He destroyed the Holy Church of the Sepulchre in Jerusalem
during his reign. So, yet again, Jerusalem was at the center of controversy within this massive cycle.
This 90-degree cycle of heliocentric years links critical events surrounding Jerusalem & creates
a unique ‘circle’ of time - 360 heliocentric years (4 x 90) or 3,980 earth years total - culminating in
2007 - 2011.
www.insiidetrack.com
First, there was the call of Abram/Abraham & the subsequent birth of Israel (Jacob).
990 years later, Solomon became king of Israel in 962-967 BC (based on diverse sources; 965
BC is the date given for David’s death) and built the Jewish Temple in/around 960 BC.
990 years later, Jesus was crucified in 30 AD.
So, there is a ‘circle’ of 90-degree heliocentric cycles connecting Abraham & Israel, Solomon &
the Temple (960 BC), Jesus & the prophesied destruction of the Temple (30 AD), another Middle
East Messianic figure (1017 - 1021 AD) and the years of 2007 - 2011. Coincidence??

Striking Midnight: 360 Degrees in Heliocentric Time...
01/30/07 - It is important to step back & review the purpose for this discussion. Anyone jumping
in at Chapter 20 or 21 might have no idea where this discussion came from... or where it is heading.
...Since Chapter I, this segment has focused on a massive convergence of cycles that pinpoints
the Jewish Year of 5768 to usher in a time of great change, transition, upheaval and potentially
chaos - originating in the Middle East.
[Jewish dating is used since most of this discussion centers around Israel and the Middle East;
the equivalent Gregorian year is Sept. 13, 2007 - Sept. 29, 2008, although the entire years of 2007 &
2008 fit within this scenario and would fulfill these cycles.]
Much of this study has centered around geometric cycles of 60 & 360 - as well as 720 & 1,440 and also 30 & 90. 40’s, 12’s & 7’s - three prominent Biblical numbers - have also been addressed.
More recently, I have examined the topic of solar-related cycles...
One of the most well-known and well-documented of these is the approximate 11-year sunspot
cycle. Combining the geometric cycles of 60 & 90 with the 11-year sunspot cycle, I have been
examining what I term a ‘heliocentric year’ (a sun-centered ‘year’, comprised of 11 earth/geocentric
years) AND the 60- and 90-Heliocentric Year cycles... totaling 660 & 990 earth-based years (60 x 11
& 90 x 11).
What is fascinating about this is that there are multiple ‘clocks’ of 360 degrees (360 heliocentric
years; total of 3,960 earth-based years) that began with Abraham (father of many nations and
religious ancestor claimed by Jews, Muslims & Christians worldwide), Ishmael, Isaac (a perfect
example of the 60-year cycle who had his sons Jacob & Esau when he was 60 and died when he was
180 years old) & Jacob (later renamed: Israel).
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These clocks - comprising 6 segments of 660 years
each and/or 4 separate segments of 990 years each - strike
‘midnight’ during the period of 2007 - 2011.
These ‘clocks’ (which I will illustrate in a future article) have a few things in common...
One is that they connect civilization-altering events in the Middle East and in particular - Israel.
Two is that they link - and potentially center around - Jerusalem and the Jewish Temple.
Three is that they link various religions AND expectations for a future Messianic figure. If you
pay attention to the details of many news items, you will see that talk of a Messianic figure is growing
exponentially.
www.insiidetrack.com
The most controversial video game in recent months reinforces this point. And this past
weekend, news came out of Iraq regarding the deaths of 200 insurgents. The article identifies these
Hussein-linked fighters to a group called Jund al-Samaa - which translates to Soldiers of Heaven.
Similar to the objectives of Iran’s president, this group was ‘hoping to force the return of the ‘hidden
imam’... with multiple bombings.
One intriguing aspect of these beliefs is their distinctions...
For example, Islam correlates the 12th Imam to the rider on the White Horse described in
Revelation.
Ironically, Christians correlate the antichrist to the same rider on the White Horse described in
Revelation and look for a 7-year period (a Jewish ‘week’) during which this figure will exert a powerful
influence on earth... before the Messiah returns.
There are also similarities between these ‘eschatological’ (end-times) beliefs…


Islam sees worldwide tribulation ushering in the return & rule of this ‘Hidden Imam’.



Christianity sees worldwide tribulation coinciding with the reign of the antichrist.



Judaism believes they must prepare the way for the Messiah by rebuilding the Temple.
(Is this likely to transpire without a great deal of tribulation?)

The point is this: Earth cycles, Solar cycles & Religious cycles all point to 2007 - 2011 (into
2017) as a time of great uncertainty, instability, upheaval & change.
Climate cycles pinpoint the EXACT same thing.

Market cycles confidently agree, portending many new trends from 2007 into 2011.

Sacred or Civil?
02/27/07 - While I have spent most of the time in this discussion focused on the Jewish civil year
of 5768, it should not be forgotten that the Jewish sacred year will begin in less than a month.
The reason I mention this has to do with a topic I have discussed many times, which was again
revisited last year and which is in focus in 2007, 2008 & 2009... it has to do with the significance of
the date of April 19th (particularly in American history) on the Gregorian calendar.
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I have previously shown how this date is also linked to Judaism (Pesach or Passover), Christianity
(Crucifixion & resurrection of Christ), Islam (birth of Muhammad), Europe & Rome (founding of Rome,
election of current Pope) and to other Jewish ‘antagonists’ (Adolph Hitler was born on April 20th, the
Great Arab Revolt in Palestine began on April 19th), etc. So, it is not just an American ‘anniversary’.
I point this out to emphasize that we are nearing the beginning of what is expected to be a
momentous period in Jewish history, in the history of the Middle East and in the history of the world.
But even though the ‘civil’ year of 5768 - which is expected to usher in this period - does not begin
for another 4 1/2 months, the sacred year begins in a few weeks. So, too, could the events that lead to
some of the greatest changes (and/or surprises) humanity has ever witnessed.

Sacred or Civil II?
03/29/07 - For the past decade, I have discussed cycles that come into play during the Jewish
Year of 5768. All indications still suggest this will usher in a decisive, volatile and uncertain period
leading into 2012. There are enough cycles to fill a book but I have tried to enumerate the very
noteworthy ones - in this monthly segment - throughout the past couple years.
As this time frame nears (and the corresponding ‘sacred year’ begins), it is important to examine
unfolding events and possible ramifications. Many could be subtle at first. Their significance will only
become clear when looking back. However, it does not take too large of a stretch of the imagination to
envision what the activities of the past week could trigger...
Within days of the start of the new sacred year (March 20, 2007), Iran captured 15 British sailors
and is holding them hostage. A day later, the UN passed stronger sanctions on Iran for their uranium
enrichment program. Meanwhile, the Russians are predicting an imminent US strike on Iran. This
could be posturing and scare-mongering... or it could be their best assesment of US military activity.
Not so surprisingly, this coincides with the time when the next surge in solar activity (2007 into
2011 or 2012) is expected.
In fact, in late-2006, NASA scientists predicted that - based on current geomagnetic activity (that
portends what the solar cycle should be like 6-8 years in the future... Hmmm, sounds like the lag
between mass psychology ‘peaks’ and solar ‘peaks’) the impending solar cycle should be “one of the
most intense cycles since record-keeping began almost 400 years ago”. Let the fireworks begin!
It seems like a scenario I have read somewhere before...
Scientists are anticipating unprecedented solar activity while global events continue to merge
Russian & Iranian interests, driving the West (and Israel) farther away from nations like Iran. Hmmm....
The Bible has - for 3,000 years - described a future generation that would experience a myriad of
diverse & unique events.
This generation was to start with the rebirth of Israel and experience ‘signs in the Sun’, increasing
earth disturbances & climate swings, men’s hearts failing them for fear (i.e. ‘terror’), the emergence of a
world leader who could somehow control global commerce by assigning a number to every living
human (ultimately ‘marked’ on their body), and a generation in which Israel’s enemies - led by Magog &
Persia along with Togarmah (Russia/Transcaucus & Iran, along with Turkey) - would attack her.
Is it just coincidence that all this is taking place - or is possible of taking place (for the first time in
history) - at the exact time (leading into 2012) that major civilizations projected a culmination of human
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history and the same time the Muslim world is looking for the imminent arrival of a world conquerer?
Could 5768 usher in a time of unprecedented change? Time is running out!

IT

The following is some corresponding analysis (not included in the specific Focus
5768 articles but instead included in the corresponding issues of INSIIDE Track) that
elaborates on why I believe that solar activity has a profound impact on Earth, even if current science is doing its best to downplay this connection.
If my analysis is correct, 5768 (2008) will usher in another phase of a commodity
bull market (originally projected - in 1998/1999 - to last into 2011/2012) that is linked to
climate AND Middle East cycles.
This analysis is also my attempt at taking a common sense approach to the entire
’global-warming’ debate that has been raging for several years (since 10-12 years ago,
when we stopped debating the ’impending Ice Age’ conjectures).
More than anything, my belief - based on a myriad of research, documentation, cycle analysis & other corroborating evidence - is that the Earth has warmed since the 1850’s
and rescued us from a 500-year ’Little Ice Age’. It has contributed greatly to population
growth, increased prosperity, expanding crop potential and reduced plague & death
(compared to what was seen during the Little Ice Age).
But, there is a downside. If solar activity is going to accelerate - as scientists project and I suspect - it could create some real problems in 2010--2014 (and beyond).
Here is other analysis discussed in recent months...
11-30-06 - What do Illinois, Indiana, Iowa, Kentucky, Minnesota, Rhode Island, & Wisconsin
have in common?
If you read last month’s issue, you probably have some idea. Each one of these states has
recorded its record low temperature - of the past 100 - 150 years - in the past 10-12 years.
If you want to make it 20-21 years, you can add North & South Carolina, Colorado, Utah, &
Virginia to the list. I should reiterate a basic conclusion from this: It means temperatures had not
dipped that low since the Little Ice Age.
In just the last week, Florida joined in the fun, setting record lows (for that day) in W. Palm
Beach, Melbourne, Vero Beach, Hollywood, Miami Beach & Key West. Two weeks ago, Sydney,
Australia experienced its coldest November minimum since 1905.
It would be easy to dismiss one or two of these as isolated anamolies. However, when there are
dozens of corroborating events - stretching around the globe & around the calendar - it becomes a
little harder to ignore.
So, when you add ‘minor’ details like America experiencing the ‘coldest two-month period on
record’ in Nov. & Dec. 2000 (in 43 out of 48 contiguous states)... cold & snowfall records being
broken across the US - and in Australia - in Dec. 2000... the coldest temperature on earth being
recorded in 1997... the lowest temperature ever recorded east of the Mississippi River being in
1996... record cold in Russia, Georgia, the Ukraine and parts of Europe in January 2006...
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...record cold in N. America in December 2005... cold records broken in the US and Australia in
May and June 2006... record cold set in Australia in February 2005... record cold in California in
November 2004 and in Utah in January 2004... record cold and snow depth in Minnesota in Nov.
2003... the lowest temperature in Minnesota set in 1996... record cold in Australia in July 2003...
...record lows set in the Pacific NW during several months in 2001 & 2002... record cold in
Russia in 2001... record lows in the eastern 1/2 of the US in July 2001... record lows in Minnesota in
July 2000... and record cold and/or snow in Jan. 1994 & Feb. 1996 in the Midwest...

...it begins to show something other than an ‘isolated anamoly’.
Last month, I made one analogy to trading. However, there might be a more familiar parallel to
stock investors...
One danger sign for the market is when an index - like the DJIA - is setting new highs while
various stocks in that index are repeatedly setting new 52-week/1-year - or new record - lows.
This kind of divergence, when it is relatively widespread, is usually a harbinger of an impending
downturn. Often, the problems are masked by the complex way in which the overall index is
calculated. Some would even say this is deliberate to make the stock market look rosy, when other
signs point to a less positive economic outlook.
Similarly, the ‘index’ of global heat is still rising while diverse ‘stocks’ (large regions around the
globe) are setting new, 100-year lows or new record lows.
Is a downturn on the horizon?
Lest you think I am a complete ‘warming’ skeptic, let me reiterate a couple things...

First, we should all be extremely grateful the earth has warmed a
degree or two (C) in the past 150 years. If not, we would be experiencing
what the earth went through for the 500 - 600 years prior (see table). No
GW alarmists ever mention this.
Second, as I have stated many times, I do believe the earth has warmed and do believe it is
primarily cyclical... not man-made.
Third, I strongly believe - based on the data, studies and conclusions of many scientists - that
this warming is more closely linked to solar activity over human activity. This leads into an important
topic...
The overall (long-term) warming phase might not be near its final peak yet. We could see some
cold spikes and then a new ‘rally’ in global warmth. Like so many tops, a peak in warming could
come after a parabolic move higher. This is corroborated by 1,000 years of sunspot activity and the
expected solar activity for the next 30-40 years (see page 12)...
There have been various studies on this, with a more intriguing one published about 3 years ago
at www.newscientist.com . In this article (Nov. 2, 2003), they discussed a study using radioactive
isotope in ice cores from Greenland and Antartica to calculate the number of sunspots dating back to
850 AD.
The conclusion was that we are living in a period of elevated solar activity, like no other period
seen for at least 1,100 years. Perhaps, this is what the Bible refers to as ‘signs in the sun’. In 2003,
during the down phase of the last sunspot cycle, the Sun experienced some of its largest ‘explosions’.
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The Good Ole’ Days (aka The Little Ice Age)
www.insiidetrack.com

1000 - Great prosperity with regard to crops, herds, flocks, etc. More area to grow food in.
1250 - Atlantic ice pack began to grow.
1300 - Warm summers became less consistent in N. Europe.
1315 - 1317 - Great Famine
1347 - 1351 - Black Plague
1550’s - Influenza outbreak due to malnutrition; deaths outnumbered births in this decade.
1550 - Glacial Expansion
1607 - First Thames freeze (rivers and canals of Netherlands froze over) // Ice on Lake
Superior until June.
1650 - Initial climactic minimum
1645 - 1715 - Very low solar activity***
1630 - 1690 - Widespread freezing temperatures (notice how this corresponds to solar
activity more than anything else)
1629 - 1720 - Great Plagues of Italy, London, Vienna, Marseilles
1693 - Failed harvest; Millions dies in and around France.
1780 - New York Harbor froze; People walked from Manhattan to Staten Island; Iceland
surrounded by sea ice for miles in every direction.
1794/1795 Winter - Harsh Winter; French army invades Netherlands on frozen rivers;
Netherlands fleet iced in.
1814 - Last Thames freeze
***This 70-year period is expected to link to another unique period of solar activity, exactly 360
years later - starting in 2005. Unprecedented flares and solar storms have been seen in 2005/2006.

This could be an omen of what to expect from now into 2011/2012, the anticipated up phase of the
sunspot cycle.
This type of solar activity - and the resulting coronal masses hurled to earth - could lead to
increasing earthquakes, volcanoes & tsunamis (‘the seas roaring’) as well as the resurgence of killer
diseases (disease cycles converge in 2008) and devastating satellite disruptions. IT
01-03-07 - At a time when solar activity is expected to rise, a few key items need to be reiterated
(perhaps multiple times) to keep the big picture in perspective and to clarify my own thoughts and
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opinions on this topic and that of
related global climate change...



In the past decade, the earth
has set numerous 100-150 year
record lows - in winter & summer at a time when this phenomenon
should be the least likely.



Although these spikes are
evidence that a major transition in
long-term seasons (500 & 1,000year climate cycles) is in the works,
there is still the likelihood for
seemingly contradictory warming
spikes (record highs) in the years
to come.



These 2 observations are NOT in conflict and reinforce what normally occurs during a transition
period (volatility, with spike highs and lows before a complete reversal is in force... and
recognized).



Just as in decades and centuries past, the spike highs and lows have closely correlated to
increasing & decreasing sunspots.



A peak in warming does NOT mean that another Ice Age is just around the bend.

In any given solar (calendar) year, the hottest day might be in late-July, but true ‘cooling’ is
usually not discernible until 1-2 months later... and even then it is often just a moderation in warmth.
If this same seasonal pattern is applied proportionately to a 1,000 year cycle, it would mean that
recognizeable cooling might not be noticed for 80 years or more (1/12th of a millennium) after the
peak in warming. The irony is that humans - if history and psychology are valid indicators - will
probably overreact to what is a very natural phenomenon and take the most rash actions just when
nature is about to ‘solve’ its own ‘problem’.
The opposite was also true. The earth hit is coolest point in the mid-1600’s but scientists and
climatologists identify the 1850’s as the end of the Little Ice Age (and 1300 as its beginning). Earth’s
inhabitants could do nothing to alter this natural cycle.
In a related way, if stock indices turn lower in 2007 market historians might look back and
identify 2000 as the ‘real’ top in equity prices, even though some indices have recently set new highs.
During the intervening 6-7 years, there have been examples of stocks hitting new record lows and
other stocks hitting new record highs... a classic indicator of a transition in the making.
Getting back to my earth/climate/global warming/solar activity observations...



Earth instability is VERY likely during this transition. This is corroborated by independent
earthquake/volcano cycles that converge in 2005 - 2012... and beyond.



Solar activity contributes to this warming & volatility more than any human activity ...just as lows
in solar activity coincided w/recent record low temperatures.
Another aspect of this was discussed by NASA scientist Richard Wilson, who warned:
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"Historical records of solar activity indicate that solar radiation has been increasing
since the late 19th century. [Ed. Note: Exactly when the earth exited the Little Ice Age.]
If a trend, comparable to the one found in this study, persisted throughout the 20th
century, it would have provided a significant component of the global warming the
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change reports to have occurred over the past 100
years.
The loudest and shrillest alarm is that of global warming. Alarmists are predicting
more hurricanes, catastrophic rises in sea levels...According to Lindzen, climate "alarmists"
have been trying to push the idea that there is scientific consensus on dire climate change.
Recent reports of a melting polar ice cap were dismissed by Lindzen as an example of the
media taking advantage of the public's "scientific illiteracy."
"The thing you have to remember about the Arctic is that it is an extremely variable
part of the world," Lindzen said. "Although there is melting going [on] now, there has
been a lot of melting that went on in the [19]30s and then there was freezing. So by
isolating a section ... they are essentially taking people's ignorance of the past," he added.
The climate change debate has become corrupted by politics, the media & money,
according to Lindzen. "It's a sad story, where you have scientists making meaningless or
ambiguous statements [about climate change]. They are then taken by advocates to the
media who translate the statements into alarmist declarations. You then have politicians
who respond to all of this by giving scientists more money..."
Sounds familiar... and logical. Could the Sun really impact temperatures on Earth? What a
novel idea! And, there is corroborating evidence of this...
A dramatic low in solar activity - in 1645 - 1715 - coincided with extreme cold temperatures
from 1630 - 1690, 4 major plagues from 1629 - 1720, failed harvests and the resulting deaths of
millions in the late-1600’s and what is considered the ‘initial climactic minimum’.
Should we simply write this off as unrelated coincidence? Apparently, earth’s inhabitants must
have been generating a lot of global ‘icebox gases’ to create this multi-century freeze.
Conversely, the rise in earth’s temperature since the late-1800’s has perfectly correlated to a
rise in solar radiation. Another coincidence??
I have stated why I believe 2005 - exactly 360 years or a giant circle in time from 1645 - would
usher in a period of contrasting, accelerating solar activity. This coincides with earth-instability cycles
and is likely to impact everything from crops to oil to technology (satellite disruptions, etc.). The
period from 2005/2006 into 2011/2012 represents one of the sunspot ‘up phases’ and could see
dramatic ‘signs in the sun’ that impact everything on earth...
...unless you hold the opinion that solar activity has little impact on earth’s climate &
temperatures. If so, we might soon be dismissing the Sun’s impact on Earth’s annual seasons as
well.
IT
01-31-07 - The combination of solar & climate cycles should continue to create diverse, global
extremes in various weather phenomenon. This volatility is evidence of a transition-in-the-making,
even though cyclical warming may not hit its exact peak for several more years (2011-2014).
Extreme cold has hit again, this time in California. Multiple nights of freezing temperatures
damaged/destroyed 75% of their billion-dollar citrus crop, according to AP. CA’s avocado &
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strawberry crops were also
damaged.
To reiterate, freezes
might be the biggest surprise in
coming years.
So, is it really just industrial
pollution and CFCs to blame, or is
there something much bigger at
work here?
To reiterate, I do not disagree
with the conclusion the earth has
warmed (about 1o C) since the Little
Ice Age. Otherwise, we would still
be suffering the devastating
consequences that were
commonplace from the 1300’s into
the mid-1800’s. When you factor in
ALL the ramifications of both
extremes, 100 - 150 years of
warming - following 500+ years of cold - is not such a bad thing.
acknowledged by thousands of scientists.

This has already been

In the US, that 100 - 150 year warming trend unfolded much differently than most media imply.
N. American temperatures warmed for 70 - 75 years, leading into the 1934 peak...It has taken
another 70 - 75 years for temperatures to simply make it back up to the 1934 highs (a low-high-high
Cycle Progression in temperatures, indicating consolidation since 1934). Could a double-top soon
form?
I will not be surprised if the next 4-5 years see another warming spike, as the sunspot cycle
heads higher into 2011 - 2012. BUT, if the 100-year & 1,000-year climate cycles are transitioning - as
analysis from the 1940’s projected for this time period - it will be interesting to see what happens
during the next downphase of the sunspot cycle (approximately 2012 - 2017). Drops in temperature just like drops in the markets - are often sudden, sharp & occur with little warning.
A parallel to current times was the 11/11/11 cold wave, when record highs AND record lows
were set in the Midwest on the same day - Nov. 11, 1911. This day - also known as The Great Blue
Norther’ of 11/11/11 - saw many cities break record highs in the afternoon, only to see record lows
set after dark.
This phenomenon - occurring at a similar time in the 100-year cycle - created extremes like an
80 degree high & 13 degree low, during a 12-14 hour period, in Springfield, IL. These extremes
spurred severe weather & tornadoes, including an F4 tornado in Janesville, WI (where rescue
workers battled blizzard conditions 60 minutes after the tornado).
Incidentally, the highest temperature ever recorded in the US occurred in 1913 (134 degrees F in Death Valley, CA). This was also the year in which the ‘most destructive natural disaster to ever hit
the Great Lakes area’ - the Great Lakes Storm of 1913 - took place on Nov. 7 - 10th. So, many of
the current weather extremes are NOT as extreme as some would like you to think.
This leads me to a related topic... Last month, I used the comparison of the stock indices - which
I believe are now tracing out a second peak following the January/March 2000 top - to the expected
peak in warming in the coming years (a type of ‘double-top’, so to speak). Ironically, the Chicago
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Tribune printed an NCDC chart that reinforced the exact point I was making [see previous page].
This chart showed the avg. temps in the US during the past century and accompanied an article
that described the dramatic warming of the past 2-3 decades. The funny thing is that the current
peak is just barely above the 1934 peak. In other words, it took 70 years for an annual average
temperature gain of 0.1 degrees Fahrenheit to be registered. But, that’s not how it is ever ‘spun’.
The headline could have accurately read ‘US Temperatures Retest Highs of 1930’s’ - which
would have placed the current avg. temperature in a more complete context - or it could have merely
focused on the temperature change of the past 20-30 years and acted like the cooling of the
preceding 40-50 years meant nothing. Guess which they chose?
I have still yet to read an article that explains why temperatures cooled for 45 years - during a
time when industry was booming and controls on pollution were far more lax than they have been in
recent decades. Instead, all I ever read is about the 25 year uptrend since 1980, carefully dissected
from the context of its overall 70-year consolidation.
And, do they ever mention that the sharpest 3-year drop in temperatures - out of the past 50
years - was in the 1990’s? Did we shut off the factories in those years?
If one were to simply measure the 25-year rate of increase in temperatures since 1981, it would
be .045 degrees/year (about 1/2 the 25-year rate of increase leading into 1934). And, amazingly, the
annual average temperature in the US in 2004... and 2003... and 2002... and 2000 was LOWER than
the annual average temperature of 1981... and 1986... and 1987. Would you have gotten that
impression from all the media reports? Absolutely not!
Let’s look at this data in another way... The NOAA reports the 2006 annual average US
temperature (48 contiguous states) was 55.01 degrees F. In 1934, it was 54.91. In 1921, it was
54.49. In 1931, it was 54.34. To place these into more recent perspective, in 2005 it was 54.08. In
2004, it was 53.62. In 2003, it was 53.86. In 2002, it was 53.76. In 2001, it was 54.23. In 2000, it
was 53.84. In other words, 1921, 1931 & 1934 were 3 of the warmest years of the past 150 years.
And, they were warmer than 2000, 2001, 2002, 2003, 2004 & 2005!
From 1917 to 1934, the US annual avg. temp. rose about 4.25 degrees (approx. rate of .25
degrees/year). More recently, it took 27 years to rise about 3.5 degrees (approx. rate of .13 degrees/
year). The rate of warming from 1917 - 1934 was nearly DOUBLE that of the most recent one. So, is
this warming trend truly ‘unprecedented’? Only if you manipulate the data to conform to that
preconceived notion.
SO... If temperatures surged from an annual avg. of 51.5 to 55.0 degrees in the 1910’s - 1930’s at almost twice the rate of the increase during the 1980’s - 2000’s - then why did THAT warming
trend not continue uninterrupted in the 1940’s, 1950’s, 1960’s & 1970’s... just as the ‘experts’ are
projecting THIS warming trend will do?
The answer is simple: CYCLES!
Life is NOT linear. Most dynamic entities - like climate - do not move in only one direction. How
do these experts know that we will not enter another 45-year period of cooling, mimicing the 1934 1979 downtrend in temperatures? A sudden downturn has happened 20 - 30 times before, in the
past 2 millennia. So, why would it not happen again?
BUT... all I hear now is that the current rise in temperatures will not only continue unabated into
the next century... but that it will also accelerate. Is this really scientific? Or mere speculation &
hyperbole? The challenge is to distinguish between global warming... and lobal overheating. IT
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02-28-07 - Now that we have the
‘definitive’ conclusion of the experts that man has created the current
warming and that nothing we can do
will stop the earth from warming for the
next 1,000 years - I guess we can
prepare for a global meltdown...
OR... we can think for ourselves...

Focus 5768 III

“Nation will rise against nation, and kingdom
against kingdom. There will be great earthquakes,
famines and pestilences in various places, and
fearful events and great signs from heaven...There
will be signs in the sun, moon and stars. On the
earth, nations will be in anguish and perplexity at
the roaring and tossing of the sea. Men will faint
from terror, apprehensive of what is coming on the
world, for the heavenly bodies will be shaken.”

It has been argued that schools
teach us how to learn but rarely how to
Luke 21:10-11, 24-26 (NIV ©1986)
think. This appears to be validated by
the masses’ reaction to recent globalwarming hyperbole.
The argument
goes that we are taught to memorize literally thousands of facts and statistics - and recall them on
demand - but rarely how to critically think.
So, when something that requires a basic amount of critical thinking or deductive reasoning hits
the headlines, the masses blindly accept it... or dismiss it out of hand (often with a ‘conspiracy-theory’
justification). Neither approach is healthy.
Very few will take the time or effort - even when information is so readily available - to critically
examine what is shaping the thinking of 6 billion-plus inhabitants of our planet. Much of that is a
result of a lifetime of conditioning.
What baffles me the most, however, is when the so-called ‘experts’ chime in with blinders on. It
is amazing how many meteorologists and climatologists can have so much data and information at
their disposal and yet not see at least one OBVIOUS conclusion: Climate is Cyclical.
Raymond Wheeler - and a myriad of other researchers - identified this principle and provided
reams of evidence to back it up. Wheeler took it to a higher level, documenting and explaining how
the earth goes through larger-degree seasons that unfold in a similar manner as our annual
progression of seasons. The data shows that warming and cooling extremes are seen consistently
on an approximate 10-year, 100-year, 500-year & 1,000-year basis. Let’s put this into perspective...
If/when your town has experienced 3-4 months of very cold temperatures, it is a pretty safe bet
that a warming trend is around the bend. And, when you have encountered significant heat for 3-4
months, cooling is not far away. It might not take place all at once... but a gradual turn will unfold. If
your neighbor came to you in late-August and tried to convince you that by January the temperatures
would be scorching, you would think he was an absolute moron.
Similarly, when the U.S. & N. America was very cold, leading into the 1870’s - 1890’s, it was a
pretty sure bet that the 100-year cycle would soon enter a period of warming... Voila!
The temperatures warmed and the US experienced a type of larger-degree spring and summer,
leading through the 1920’s. With such a prolonged period of warming unfolding, some might have
concluded that the earth would burn up within a few hundred years. But wait!...
Temperatures peaked and the US cooled for the next 45 years. Well, if temperatures had
dropped for that long, it MUST mean we were heading for an ice age! Maybe not. Temperatures
bottomed and began to warm. So, what should one conclude now?
It depends on whether or not a measure of common sense, deductive reasoning and critical
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thinking are applied. Perhaps... just perhaps... the recent surge in warming is a sign of an
impending top, just like in the markets.
...So, why am I harping on this topic? The main reason is to emphasize the cyclic nature of all
of life. I know that this might come as a VERY inconvenient truth for some, but it cannot be denied.
As a result, it is also a fact of life in the markets. What goes up must come down... and usually
comes down much faster than it went up.
Another reason has been emphasized repeatedly: The transition time - in
market trends, in climate, etc. - is usually the most dangerous and most volatile,
when both schools of thinking are challenged. Technical analysis forecast a MAJOR
uptrend in commodities from 2001 into 2011/2012. This is well underway. Climate is
beginning to play a larger role and I expect many surprises (from heat & drought to
frosts, freezes & flooding) to push prices higher in 2008 - 2011.
Before summarizing, I want to point out an interesting correlation although it is NOT meant to
argue that stocks lead climate. More than anything, it just highlights two very similar charts with
similar cycles...
I left the temperature chart on page 2, since it provides a unique comparison. Let me explain...
From 1914 to 1929, the stock market saw a powerful surge.
temperatures witnessed a powerful surge.
From 1929 to 1932, stocks dropped sharply.
sharply.

From 1917 to 1934, US

From 1934 to 1937, temperatures dropped

Stocks rallied, dropped, then rallied to slight new highs in 1932 to 1946. Temperatures rallied,
dropped, then rallied to slight new highs in 1937 to 1952.
Stocks then rallied into 1966. Temperatures did not (this is the primary deviation).
Stocks fell into 1970, rallied into 1973 & fell into a major low in 1974. Temperatures fell into
1975, bounced into 1977 & fell into a major low in 1979.
Stocks then surged into 2000. Temperatures rallied into 2006.
Stocks dropped into 2002 and then rallied into 2007, although some primary indices did NOT
reach new highs. Could temperatures drop into 2008 and then rally to retest their highs in
2011/2012?
In each case, there has been about a 5-year lag between when stocks hit an extreme or turning
point... and when temperatures did. Though I am NOT trying to make any case about stocks
influencing temperatures, it is intriguing that there are similar oscillations in both charts. It is another
affirmation that cycles influence everything from mass psychology to global temperatures. To sum it
up...
“What has been will be again, what has been done will be done again; there is nothing new
under the sun. Is there anything of which one can say, "Look! This is something new"? It was here
already, long ago; it was here before our time.”
Everytime temperatures surged in the past 2,000 - 3,000 years... they then retreated. Wheeler
documented 32 times - since 525 B.C. - when major heat climaxes were seen at 65-100 year
intervals - ‘at the end of the warming phase just before it turns cold’.
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It has been over 70 years since the last peak (and over 80 years since the ‘warm/wet climax’).
Are we to believe (just as the experts told us about tech stocks in 1999) that ‘this time is different’? IT

This is the end of Focus 5768 III excerpts from late-November 2006 into late
-March 2007. Considering that the markets - particularly the Stock Indices - will be
entering a corresponding cycle in late-2007 (about the same time that 5768 begins), I am transitioning my focus and beginning to discuss an uncanny sequence of
cycles that has pinpointed major crashes (in Stock Indices), banking & real estate collapses, natural upheaval & earth disturbances and Middle East/global military conflicts
over the past two centuries.
The period between September 2007 and 2011/2012, is likely to create a
‘shock to the system’ for everyone from investors to global leaders. Consequently,
and as stated before, 2011/2012 could be a civilization-changing time, with its first
phase stretching into 2017/2018.
Events over the next 1-2 years (involving the nation of Turkey, the potential for
a major oil strike in Israel, analysis for new surges in commodity markets and projections for a major top in Stock Indices) should usher in this period ‘with a bang’. And
then, things could really get interesting...
IT
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